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The way it should be played. By Kevin LeeUpdated: 12 Dec 2020 4:49 amPosted: 27 Nov 2020 6:25 pm We recommend you to read our updated PRIVACY POLICY and COOKIE POLICY. When it comes to getting the best racing wheels or steering wheels, there's certainly plenty to choose
from, so we've selected some of the outstanding products from 2020 so far, from budget to professional, and everything in between! Racing wheels are the ultimate addition for players wanting to add that extra level of immersion to their gaming experience, and if you're like us, you'll find it
hard to imagine using standard control ever again after the experience. Christmas is coming soon, and bagging yourself one of these wheels certainly makes for a decent great gift under the tree. Take a look at some of our choices that we have updated with all the latest offers for Christmas
shopping! And if you're here, then we take it you're a fan of racing games.... If so, you will definitely want to check out our friends RacingGames.gg for all the latest from the racing world. UPGRADE: Get the latest version right here FULL FORCE: Feel the way with this incredible racing
wheel this is a premium racing wheel that has now become much more affordable and an opportunity not to miss out. Power feedback, 900-degree rotation and absolutely amazing design with a change of paddle and comfortable clutches. It's got to be! MIDDLE OF THE ROAD: Cover all
the bases with this amazing all-rounder If you're looking for a great racing wheel but want to keep costs lower without losing quality, then this Thrustmaster T150 Force Feedback is a good option. You're not going to get a trim level as you get with the more expensive version, but it still gives
you that all-important 1080 degree range, along with ultra-immersive feedback strength too. This wheel is compatible with the PC and is compatible with a wide range of Thrustmaster accessories, making a decent choice for the basic piece of gear. CLICK here to buy: Thrustmaster T150
Power Feedback on Amazon Full PACKAGE: Get everything you need in one fell swoop! This amazing wheel, pedals and shift combo are great if you want to get a full driving experience. All well done and has amazing functionality too, courtesy of Logitech and their brilliant track record for
excellent gaming accessories. Switching gears has 6 gears and you can even push it down to go backwards. The wheel itself has LEDs that give you an idea of the revs, another amazing feature that is transported deeper into the immersive racing experience. The stainless steel foot pedals
not only look the part, but are super durable too, meaning you'll be able to own this impressive piece of kit for years to come! FAN-TASTIC: Perfect for Mario Map players! Mario Kart design, let's face it, a lot of fun to watch, but it's also and well done. Featuring paddles and comfortable on-
board controls, this racing wheel is super responsive to these high action actions on your favorite Switch games. The ultimate party accessory, that's for sure! GO TO VOICEMAIL! Connect this wheel with your phone for the ultimate mobile gaming experience! The Seraphim R1 Racing
Wheel is a versatile option for those who are all about racing games. While it works on consoles and PCs, the interesting part of this wheel is that you can use it for mobile devices! The Serafim mobile app is actually compatible with all the most popular racing games on your mobile phone,
and there are plenty of games still to come! When it comes to design, it's pretty straight forward, so you really pay for this versatility and fun factor with that. CLICK here to buy: Serafim R1 Racing Wheel (s 109.99 / $119.99) on Amazon FUN, FUN, FUN! You can't deny that this will be a big
part of the Bring game party as Mario cart to life with this awesome wheel that is easily attached to any table. It won't have bells and whistles super premium wheel for sure, but build solid, durable and well worth the money. CRAZY MAX? This racing wheel is a great option if you play a wide
variety of games! This wheel is compatible with Xbox One, PS4 and PC, so you can use it on everything from F1 2020, depending on Agriculture Simulator if you want! For the price, you actually get quite a bit with this racing wheel, including a simple but efficient gear change, and a decent
ergonomic design too. You can rotate up to 270 degrees with this wheel, so keep this in mind if you're a fan of these hands over hand movements! NEXT-LEVEL: Spend a little more and you can bag yourself some extra superdrive racing steering wheel V900 features is a strong choice if
you're looking for more functionality than what's available on the entry level. It's compatible with Nintendo Switch, PS4, Xbox One and PC... even the PS3 if you need to! This wheel has a 900-degree rotation, which is a must if you are going for this immersive experience and even a switch
button that limits it to 270 degrees depending on your preferences. You can't get hand-stitched leather trims over premium gear, but when it comes to design, this wheel actually has its own with the best of them. BANG FOR YOUR BUCK: This setup ticks all the right boxes This racing wheel
is compatible with Xbox Series X S, Xbox One, PC, Mac, however, there are other similar versions from Logitech that work with PlayStation too. Precision steering and pressure-sensitive pedals, combined with the power of feedback to give you that exciting driving experience. But this does
not stop there, since the devil is actually in the details. The wheel itself has a hand-held leather cover that gives a luxurious feel to your racing setup. And as for practical use, it has a 900-degree rotation, An extra layer of realism in your favorite driving games. ALL IN: If you want to
compete, look no further! Thrustmaster always seems to make very high-quality products, and they usually make our best lists - and with Reason! This Thrustmaster TS-XW Racer Sparco P310 is a great choice if you're serious in the sim racing scene. Of course, the price tag is quite
weighty, but this is to be expected when you look at professional equipment. This model is a 1:1 replica Sparco P310 Competition wheel and is compatible with Xbox One and PC. It has a powerful feedback force, but also a cooling system, so performance does not interfere in long and
difficult races. The pedals are large, solid and adjustable, as well as 100% metal, so you look at what will be super durable. VERSATILE: Tune it up, and add on a ton of accessories to adapt it to your style of play! It has a super sturdy build, with a versatile attachment system that means
you can mount it on tables, tables, booths and more. With a removable GT Style wheel and a 1080 degree Force Feedback base, it's a solid go for anyone serious about racing. CLICK HERE BUY: The Thrustmaster T300RS (No 325.62/$349.99) 'STAND'ING OVATION: This amazing piece
of kit certainly deserves this amazing and versatile equipment really brings everything together, so we thought we'd include it on our list. It even folds up smaller so you can transport it easily, or just tuck it in if necessary. Make sure to check back with us as we are always updating our
articles with the latest and greatest products. And if you haven't already, be sure to follow @GfinityDeals - where we share everything from special offers in general to these all-important stock updates. Gfinity can get a small commission if you click on a link from one of our articles on a retail
site and make a purchase. As an Amazon Associate we earn on qualifying purchases. For more information, see all of these prices were accurate at the time of publication. If you're a villain for racing games, then you need to get yourself steering wheel - there's just no way around it. Aside
from being the most realistic way to drive a virtual car, the steering wheel gives you a lot more control over how your car performs, and this can make the best racing games even better. With competitive eSports on the rise, it's worth investing in the proper wheel to do your driving justice.
You never know you could become Louis Hamilton from the Formula 1 Esports Pro Series! There are quite a few racing wheels on the market right now; I checked a lot and compiled a list of favorites here for your convenience. They are not ranked in any particular order because some of
the wheels are only available on certain platforms. However, all these wheels are worth getting into the fight with. READ NEXT: The best upcoming games for PS4, Xbox One and PCThe best racing wheels you can buy in 20201. Fanatec CSL Elite Racing Wheel: Best race wheel for
PS4Price: 939 pounds (with Buy now from Amazon For good while now I use the CSL Elite Racing Wheel and this should be the most advanced racing wheel I've ever Featuring proper reliable sewing, processed metal and LEDs, it makes almost all the other wheels I used to feel like a toy.
And it's as powerful as it looks, too. The CSL Elite is equipped with a strong direct drive engine for a rigid but detailed force feedback, and it can also become part of a larger installation. If you have the resources, you can add handbrake, H-Pattern shifts and race-special load cell brake
pedal too, but this will set you back over 1000 pounds. If you like tinkering, you can edit the settings on the wheel while playing, as CDL Elite has its own menu. If you are looking for the best of the best for the PS4, this is the model you need to buy. However, Fanatec releases other, similar
versions of this wheel for other formats. 1,159.00 euros Buy now buy now 2. Logitech G923: Best average price all rounder Price: 350 pounds Buy now from Currys Available on Xbox and PC or PS4, Logitech G923 takes what makes the budget G920/G29 wheel so good and adds plenty of
premium features. TrueForce's new and improved power feedback system is the star of the show, using the physical game engines and audio output to provide a more realistic experience than most other wheels can deliver. Not only can you feel strong resistance as you pull left and right
on the wheel, but you can also feel what's going on under the wheels of your virtual racing car as the scrabble tires grip and rattle awkwardly over the curbs of your favorite race track. There's also now a stronger, more progressive spring in the brake pedal and a programmable dual clutch
system to help you run the line faster than ever. The new LED rev counter is a handy addition, too, and it's nice to see that Logitech has brought over a 24-point rotary dial selection for the Xbox Wheel Version this time around. Otherwise, the wheel is similar to the G920/G29, but it's not
bad. The build quality remains very impressive, from the slightly exquisite sewn leather steering wheel lid to the metal paddle-shifting gears behind the wheel. The power feedback engine inside is the same, too. The only caveat for all this is that for the chic new TrueForce system to work
fully, it needs built-in support from your favorite racing game. It will work with other games, but then you only get the same type of feedback as you got from the G920/G29. Running titles include Assetto Corsa Competizione, GRID and Gran Turismo Sport, with F1 2020 and Mud Rally 2.0 to
follow. Buy now from Currys3. Thrustmaster TGT: The best racing wheel for GT SportPrice: 635 euros Buy now from Amazon TGT is only available on PS4, and that's because it has been optimized for Gran Turismo Sport. Take a look at it and you'll see how far that optimization The TGT
design echoes the features you can control in the game, so there's a handle for things like traction control. The result? You can adjust the settings between corners, tinker with the wheel - just like a real F1 driver! Throw in specially made Only for Sony's flagship racer, and this wheel will
allow you to experience the new Gran Turismo just like Kazunori Yamaguchi designed. Sure, you can play other games on it on both ps4 and PC - but why would you? Like the CSL Elite, the TGT wheel is not cheap, but if you want to play GT Sport as its creator is designed, this is your best
bet. Buy now Buy now 4. Thrustmaster T300RS/TX Racing: Best mid-range racing wheel Price: 299 euros Buy now from Amazon If you're after a wheel that will give you 70-80% off a higher-end setup, the T300RS is an awesome buy. The Mid-class Thrustmaster wheel may not have a
professional build quality or materials of more expensive models, but it still makes a huge difference to your racing experience. For the money, it's unbeatable, which is why it's one of the most popular wheels around right now. There's no Xbox One T300RS, but the Thrustmaster TX Racing
is an almost identical wheel for Xbox and PC gamers. 408.49 Euros Buy now $433.33 Buy now 439.99 Buy now $499.99 Buy now 5. Logitech G920/G29: Best Budget Racing WheelPrid: 199 euros Buy now from Amazon If you need a wheel on a budget, it's worth exploring the Logitech
G920. It's much cheaper than most other wheels here and that means its build quality takes a hit, but it's still a huge wheel. The G920 looks great, and the build quality is sturdy enough for all but most ham-fisted drivers - and because it's made by Logitech, it's supported by all the games
you want to play. The G920 is suitable for both Xbox One and PC gamers, while Logitech offers an almost identical Logitech G29 wheel for those on PlayStation. 206.99 Euros Buy Now $249.99 Buy Now 219.19 Buy Now $240.97 Buy Now
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